
Clarification of Facts  

 

Please note that while we received a high number of requests for clarifications, such 

clarifications do not require further elaboration as they are already clear on the in the 

case and it is then up to council to make their arguments.  

 

The Following questions were provided clarification.  

 

 

1. Is Squamata Kingdom a part of the Komodoean Continent? If yes, does it follow the 

Komodoen Charter and fall under the jurisdiction of the Komodoen Human Rights 

Court? – Squamata Kingdom is not part of the Komodoen Continent – add on 

para 4 of facts. 

 

2. Paragraph 19 states - “ Focus Inc. has since grown into a formidable global 

information tech company and is registered in SK.” However, paragraph 43 states - 

“While Focus Inc. is registered in VI, MdarahVision is an information technology 

company belonging to the business mogul, Dr. Mdarah Madeker and is registered in 

SK.” Therefore, where is Focus Inc located and registered? In para 43, delete the 

words “while Focus Inc. is registered in VI...”  

 

 

3. What is the country of registration of Focus Inc.? According to para. 19 of the case 

“[...] Focus Inc. has since grown into a formidable global information tech company 

and is registered in SK”, while para. 43 of the case states that “While Focus Inc. is 

registered in VI [...]”. – clarified above. 

 

4. In paragraph 17, is “FocusDefence PLC” a typo and should it instead refer to 

„FocusDefence LPC‟? In the whole document, it should be “FocusDefence PLC” 

not LPC. 

 

 

5. Paragraph 25 states that “When VI‟s Minister of Defence was interviewed about the 

CABUDURA Report, he insisted that when selling arms to Varanidae and to Mero, 

both the Government of Varanidae and FocusDefence LPC insist that there should be 

compliance with international humanitarian law.” Is the emphasised word a typo and 

if so, should it be corrected to „VI‟? Varanidae in para 25 (in the indicated 

sentence) should be corrected to VI. 

 

 

6. In paragraph 28, were the Varanidaean refugees who “refused relocation” and feared 

being sent back to their country of origin refusing relocation to Mero or the Varanidae 

Republic? The sentence should be corrected as: “Those who refused relocation are 



from a minority ethnic group in Varanidae, they were also afraid of being sent 

back to their country of origin where they are likely to face persecution for 

perceived support to some of the armed groups.” What is italicised is the change. 

 

 

 

 

 


